
12/08/2014:  Conducted the C of O inspection.  Also, explained to the PO that the 
building is only approved for business use.  The owner was informed of the change of use 
process.  SM 
 
02/10/2015:  Conducted recheck.  deficiency has not been corrected.  Updated orders 
have been sent.  SM 
 
02/17/2015: PO rescheduled. Another letter has been sent. Will follow-up accordingly. SM 
 
03/16/2015: Conducted recheck. New deficiencies were observed (change of use for a 
day care and an assembly party room). The day care was not in operation and there were 
no kids present. The owner stated that he wanted to open a day care in the near future.  
The owner was informed that he cannot occupy the day care until he goes through a 
change of use and obtains a license from DHS.  SM 
 
03/16/2015: Future party room is approximately 1,032 square feet. SM 
 
04/30/2015: Visited the property and no one was there (appears unoccupied) will be 
investigating building status and will update accordingly. SM 
 
05/07/2015: Spoke to the PO and was informed that he is working on plans with his 
architect for the change of use. I informed him that I needed an update in two weeks 
regarding whether or nor he was going to procees with a change of use and that if not I 
needed to see the day care items and chaird for the party room removed from the 
building. The PO also informed me that he is still using an office in the building. Will 
follow-up accordingly. SM 
 
 
07/27/2015: Updated orders have been sent to the RP. Will follow-up accordingly. SM 
 
08/31/2015: Conducted recheck. SM 
 
07-19-2017:  Presently working on orders.  SM 

07-19-2017:  Conducted early fire c of o due to RF.  No evidence of someone living in the 

storage shed.  No illegal activity observed at the property at the time of inspection.  SM 

07-20-2017:  Orders have been sent, follow-up will be conducted accordingly.  SM 

07-20-2017:  Discussed with supervision.  Will be putting PO through the change of use 

process for (church/comedy club).  SM 

09/21/2017:  Discussed with supervision orders will be sent.  SM 

09/15/2017:  Waiting to hear back from JP on next course of action.  SM 

09/12/2017:  Conducted recheck.  Church tenant space has been vacated and is presently 

unoccupied.  The comedy club is unoccupied (chairs have been removed) and going 

through a change in use).  PO Raj has been informed in-person, via-email, and through 



orders that the comedy club cannot be occupied until permission is given the by the fire 

safety inspector.  SM 

09/13/2017:  Discussed with JP, updated orders still need to be sent.  SM 

11/01/2017:  Discussed with DG, she is conducting a licensing inspection at the property 

and will be following up on the electrical room deficiencies.  Will be approving the fire c of 

o with corrections at this time.  SM 


